
Greenacres Riding School
Children’s  

Birthday Parties
🐴

Bring your friends for a fun party! 
🐴

🐴

£20 per child – deposit required when booking 
🐴

🐴

Available Saturdays and during school holidays 
🐴

🐴

Maximum 6 riders, complete beginners upwards welcome 
🐴

 
🐴

Optional extra – party stable available to hold your own party picnic in 
🐴

To book or for more information please ring 01959 572008
Ashmore Lane, Leaves Green, Keston, Kent BR2 6DJ

NOTE TO PARENTS. Many parents are anxious to help
their children and we welcome this interest. However, it is
important to have a basic “horse sense” and an
understanding of safe procedure. We suggest that parents
“who like to help” attend the introduction lesson with the
child to ensure they are aware of the correct safe procedure.
It is unwise to push your child into riding. Some may need
encouragement to gain confidence but this is quite different
to “forcing” the child when it has a genuine fear. Naturally
parents are anxious for their children to do well but some
can be over enthusiastic! We have many “excellent back
seat riders” and parents often fail to recognise the difficulties
in learning to ride. Most small children have difficulty in
concentrating for any length of time. They become tired
quickly and often lack confidence. For this reason we
recommend that riding lessons should not be started until
the child is seven years old. Each child is an individual and
will react differently – some respond to gentle encourage-
ment whilst others will need a much firmer, strict approach.
If necessary please discuss your child’s needs with your
instructor. We would ask you not to interfere with the
lesson by making comments from the gallery. It distracts the
children’s attention, can irritate other spectators and is no
help to the Instructor! If you have any helpful observations
mention them to your Instructor at the desk.

During the early stages, if you have worked hard on your
lesson, you will find that your muscles will become quite
stiff during the next couple of days. A hot bath with
some Epsom Salts is a good remedy!

IF YOU SUFFER FROM ASTHMA OR FITS OF
ANY KIND PLEASE LET US KNOW.

Riding Lessons

It is important to have read the safety information.
Riding is a risk sport, your choice to ride is voluntary.

Riding is for all age groups and most people can achieve
a reasonable standard with effort. It is an excellent way
to keep fit and will be very enjoyable if done correctly. It
helps to be a sensible weight for your height and a
certain amount of agility is necessary. If you have good
balance and co-ordination this will be an advantage. In
order to ride well you will need patience and
determination. Many people mistakenly believe it can be
learned in just a few weeks. Riding correctly is very
strenuous and it will take time to adjust and strengthen
muscles. To be able to master a horse correctly and
comfortably is a very rewarding experience. It is worth

remembering that as with all sport you will only get out
what you put in!

BOOKING A LESSON. We do our best to
accommodate everyone although weekends have become
very busy. We try to grade riders of a similar standard on
each lesson, therefore it may prove difficult to move your
lesson time particularly at the weekend.

We do our best to provide the horse or pony you request but
this can be difficult at times for varying reasons. It must be
pointed out that experience is only gained by riding a
variety of horses and ponies. Each animal has its own
individual character and each presents a different challenge.
Your instructor will usually suggest a suitable ride and this
will often be for your own benefit (although sometimes you
may not agree!). Many of the children adopt a particular
favourite and continually request the same pony. We aim to
give everyone a fair selection and request that parents are
sensible when it comes to choice of pony! It is a well known
saying “A poor rider often blames his mount”.

YOUR LESSON. You should arrive five or ten minutes
before the lesson. On arrival the lesson sheet will be posted
in the Tack Room. Check that you name has been
included and a horse for you to ride! Please do not take
your horse from its stable without your instructor’s
permission. When opening the stables on A and B please
TAKE CARE TO SEE THAT THE BAR ACROSS
THE DOORWAY IS PULLED RIGHT BACK to give
the horse a completely clear exit. On entering the school
always position yourself with a safe distance between horses
whilst mounting. We aim to limit the number of riders on
each lesson, as a rule the maximum number will be nine.
With inexperienced and beginner riders the classes will
be smaller. We try to keep a strict timetable but
occasionally incidents occur which may cause us to run
late. For instance a fallen ride and loose horse is not
always avoidable! It is preferable and rewarding for all
concerned for the lesson to finish “on a good note” and
we ask for your understanding in trying to achieve this for
everyone. We hope you will enjoy your lesson and should
you have difficulty understanding anything please ask. If
you are not satisfied then please discuss it with us.

CANCELLATIONS. Where possible please give
24 hours notice of cancellation. Whilst we appreciate
this is sometimes difficult, you may be taking a space
which could be used by someone else. However, even
short notice is helpful as your horse is tacked up in
advance. CONTINUAL LATE CANCELLATIONS
MAY BE CHARGED FOR THEIR LESSON.
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INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR
SAFETY AND WELFARE.

Riding is a high risk sport. Your choice to ride is voluntary.
We take care to provide suitable horses and ponies for our

customers, but all animals can be unpredictable.

WE STRONGLY ADVISE THAT YOU TAKE
OUT FULL PERSONAL ACCIDENT COVER.

In order to comply with health and safety standards it
has become necessary for us to make customers more
aware of “Riding School Rules” and general safety
information. In doing so we are aiming to improve

standards and create a better understanding between
horses and people coming in the yard. Please take the

time to read the following information.

N O T I C E
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PLEASE NOTE
Short whips only.

Schooling whips are  
NOT permitted.
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Short whips only.

Schooling whips are  
NOT permitted.


